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Abstract

The tropospheric delay is one of many error sources that affect the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) positioning solutions.
The widely used troposphere models assume a homogeneous atmosphere so that only the zenith delay needs to be determined and is
mapped through an elevation-dependent mapping function. This procedure is to reduce the computational burden and keep the posi-
tioning model full-rank. However, this assumption fails for a realistic description of the troposphere, which is always asymmetrical at
a certain elevation angle, especially during a weather event when the weather conditions are very complex. These imperfectly modelled
tropospheric delays may influence the positioning accuracy and integer ambiguity resolution performance. In this case, this contribution
aims to investigate the effects of the model errors due to the asymmetrical troposphere on GNSS estimations. The Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) model is applied to generate the actual ray-tracing tropospheric delay in Western Europe, and the tropospheric model
errors are calculated in a normal weather condition and a weather event condition by comparing the slant delay calculated from the
NWP model and the mapping function. Case studies on the same GNSS station are conducted in two weather conditions: a normal tro-
posphere condition and a weather event with heavy rainfall. The results based on the case studies show that the troposphere in the nor-
mal weather condition is nearly homogeneous that the azimuthal-dependent discrepancies of the tropospheric delay are less than 1cm at a
very low elevation angle; meanwhile, the discrepancies between different azimuthal angles can reach to more than 25cm in the weather
event. A single-frequency Single Point Positioning (SPP) model and a Precise Point Positioning (PPP) model that preserves the integer
property of ambiguity are chosen for studying the estimation biases caused by the troposphere model errors. It turns out that almost all
horizontal positioning biases of SPP and PPP are less than 1cm in the normal weather condition; however, the scales of the horizontal
and 3D biases are concentrated in 1 to 10cm in the weather event for these two models. This contribution also contains the study of the
actual integer ambiguity resolution success rate in the presence of the tropospheric model errors by applying the Monte Carlo simulation,
and the success rates of PPP in the normal weather condition are consistent with the theoretical values calculated with the ideal tropo-
sphere which is totally symmetrical. However, the actual success rates in the weather event are extremely low at some epochs due to the
tropospheric model errors, which means that wrong fixing may occur since the theoretical values cannot take into account these model
errors. Note that the horizontal tropospheric gradients are not involved in the processing, which means that an optimistic performance
might be expected if the gradients are considered.
� 2021 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has the
advantages of all-weather-capability, high accuracy and
low-cost realization and thereby is an ideal tool for posi-
tioning. Single Point Positioning (SPP) and Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) utilizing undifferenced observations to
perform positioning at worldwide scales are two important
applications of GNSS (Zumberge et al. 1997). SPP and
PPP have the advantage of being able to deploy by using
a single receiver and therefore been widely used in geodetic
positioning applications because its operating scope is not
restricted by simultaneous observations from any other
stations.

Model errors are crucial for GNSS data processing. On
the one hand, the positioning solutions might be biased by
the existence of such errors. For instance, due to the high
correlation between the vertical direction and the tropo-
spheric delay, the accuracy of the up component would
be affected if the tropospheric delay is not well modelled.
On the other hand, the float ambiguities may not be suc-
cessfully fixed to integer values in the presence of the model
errors for the integer ambiguity resolution enabled PPP,
leading to wrongly resolved ambiguities and causing large
positioning errors. In such a case, the fixed solutions with
wrong integer ambiguities are even worse than the float
solutions (Verhagen et al., 2013). This integer ambiguity
resolution enabled PPP is referred to as the PPP-AR in
the following discussions, and it can improve the position-
ing accuracy as well as reduce the convergence as compared
to the standard PPP. Plenty of methods and strategies aim-
ing to make use of the integerness of the ambiguity in a sin-
gle receiver have been proposed by taking the corrections
of the hardware delays into account during the last decades
(Wübbena et al., 2005; Ge et al., 2008; Bertiger et al., 2010;
Teunissen et al., 2010; Geng et al., 2011; Odijk et al., 2016;
Psychas et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019).

Among others, the tropospheric delay is one of the
major error sources in GNSS positioning, and it can cause
an offset about 2:3m in the zenith direction at sea level and
reach up to several tens of meters at a low elevation angle.
Although 90% of the total tropospheric delay, i.e., the
hydrostatic delay can be well modelled and compensated
with empirical tropospheric models (Saastamoinen, 1972;
Leandro et al., 2006; Boehm et al., 2007; Yao et al.,
2015), the wet part of troposphere is less accurately pre-
dictable due to the high spatial and temporal variability
of water vapor. Therefore, the wet delay corrections from
an empirical model would not be accurate enough for prac-
tical use. Thus, the tropospheric wet delay is usually esti-
mated at zenith direction and then mapped to slant
directions using an elevation-dependent mapping function
(Ifadis, 1992; Niell, 1996; Boehm et al., 2006; Landskron
and Boehm, 2018).

However, the zenith-delay-plus-mapping-function pro-
cedure only works well under the assumption of an azi-
muthal symmetric atmosphere around the receiver. Due
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to local and regional climatic and weather conditions, the
tropospheric delay at a constant elevation angle would
slightly vary with the different azimuth directions. This
asymmetrical troposphere would become more evident in
a weather event due to the complex climatological condi-
tions, e.g., heavy rainfall, storms and typhoons (Ma and
Verhagen, 2020). Li et al., (2014) investigated the impacts
of the troposphere model errors on the integer ambiguity
resolution; however, only the model errors at the zenith
direction are considered and simulated.

To analyse the impact of the asymmetrical atmosphere,
the so-called horizontal tropospheric gradients were pro-
posed to be estimated together with the zenith delay for
utmost precise positioning applications (Bar-Sever et al.,
1998; Boehm and Schuh, 2007; Steigenberger et al.,
2007). However, the mapping function is still needed when
implementing the horizontal tropospheric gradients, and in
this case, a tilted direction instead of the zenith is intro-
duced for mapping slant tropospheric delays (Meindl
et al., 2004). In such a case, the practical performance of
the gradients would be limited in weather events since the
horizontal tropospheric gradients only consider the first
order asymmetry of the troposphere in north–south and
east–west direction (Chen and Herring, 1997). Dousa
et al. (2016) proved that the GNSS-derived gradients could
only demonstrate the asymmetrical troposphere during a
homogeneous gradient field. Masoumi et al. (2017) also
illustrated that the traditional horizontal tropospheric gra-
dients performed well in a normal tropospheric situation
but failed to accurately model asymmetrical troposphere
in abnormal weather conditions with existing the isolated
gradients in some directions. Therefore, the asymmetrical
troposphere may still be a threat to precise positioning
solutions in weather events. As this study does not imple-
ment the gradients, an optimistic performance in a normal
weather condition would be expected if these parameters
are considered. However, the positioning solutions and
integer ambiguity resolution during a weather event may
still suffer from the asymmetrical troposphere.

The NWP model is a useful tool to analyse the influ-
ence of the troposphere because it contains all meteoro-
logical information necessary for computing the ray-
traced hydrostatic and wet delay, e.g., temperature, pres-
sure, water vapor content and liquid. Many of the well-
known troposphere models or mapping functions are
based more or less on the data from NWP models. The
HARMONIE (Hirlam Aladin Regional on Meso-scale
Operational NWP In Europe) is a non-hydrostatic spec-
tral high-resolution limited area model with a model grid
up to 1km resolution in the horizontal plane and 65 ver-
tical levels and has been implemented and utilized in some
European countries (de Haan et al., 2013). It uses initial
state obtained through multi-sensors as input to predict
the weather conditions and can provide the complete
description of the neutral atmosphere. Therefore, it is ide-
ally suited to determine the ray-traced tropospheric delays
in a regional area.
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This contribution aims to investigate the influence of the
asymmetrical troposphere on GNSS positioning and inte-
ger ambiguity resolution. The tropospheric model errors
caused by the inhomogeneous atmosphere are obtained
by comparing the slant delays from the NWP model and
the mapping function. This article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the theory of retrieving slant tropo-
spheric delays from the NWP model, which are referred
to as the true tropospheric delay values. Then the tropo-
spheric model errors in two weather conditions, a normal
weather and a weather event, are obtained by comparing
the slant delays from the NWP model and the mapping
function. Section 3 illustrates the influence of the asymmet-
rical troposphere errors on the single-frequency SPP posi-
tioning solutions, i.e., the least-squares estimator is
applied at each epoch without any dynamic information.
Section 4 reviews the integer ambiguity resolution enabled
PPP positioning concept along with the method of fixing
integer ambiguity; a PPP-AR model is introduced for
which ambiguities can preserve the integer nature and thus
can be fixed to integer values. The influence of the inhomo-
geneous troposphere on the positioning solutions is investi-
gated in this section, as well as its impacts on integer
ambiguity resolution. Section 5 contains the conclusions
and discussions.

2. Retrieving tropospheric delays from NWP model

NWP models apply the atmospheric parameters
obtained from multiple sensors in a regional area to
describe a realistic tropospheric delay in slant directions.
The HARMONIE model has been developed and opti-
mized for European weather conditions and thereby run-
ning at Royal Netherlands Meteorological Office
(KNMI). The slant tropospheric delay (STD) in this
NWP model is calculated by

STD ¼ 10�6

Z S

R

N xð Þdx ð1Þ

where N is the so-called refractivity of the atmosphere; dx
is an infinitesimal distance along the true ray path. The
geometry distance which connects S the transmitter and
R the receiver is the ray-path. Note that this ray-path
may not be a straight line due to the tropospheric bending
effects. The real part of the refractivity N is calculated using
the empirical Smith and Weintraub model (Smith and
Weintraub, 1953)

N ¼ k1 � pd

T
þ k2 � pw

T
þ k3 � pw

T2
ð2Þ

where T is temperature given in Kelvin; pd and pw are the
partial pressure of dry air and water vapor in hPa, respec-
tively; k1, k2 and k3 are of constant values which can be
found in Bevis et al. (1994). The term with pd and pw is
relating to hydrostatic refractivity and wet refractivity,
respectively. The parameters T, pd and pw are part of the
HARMONIE analyses and thus can be used to compute
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the refractivity N. In addition, the climatological informa-
tion can be obtained through a global pressure and temper-
ature model in case the GNSS receiver is not equipped with
any meteorological sensors or NWP models are not avail-
able (Boehm et al., 2007; Lagler et al., 2013).

The date of 31-May-2018 is selected with the weather
events of heavy rainfall and thunderstorm, which is
referred to as the weather event day; meanwhile, a normal
weather day of 08-April-2019 is selected as the comparison,
which is referred to as the normal weather day. The zenith
hydrostatic and wet delay of the normal weather day and
the weather event day can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively.

The zenith hydrostatic delays in these two weather con-
ditions are almost the same. This is because the hydrostatic
delay is mainly caused by the refractivity of the dry gases
and solely dependent on atmospheric pressure. As the
atmospheric pressure remains nearly invariant above the
sea level but varies in orography area, a fairly good agree-
ment for the coastline and the zenith hydrostatic delay can
be seen between the sea and inland areas. The wet delays,
on the contrary, are large in the weather event day as com-
pared to the normal weather because the water vapor is
responsible for most of the wet delays. Therefore, the fol-
lowing discussions will focus on the tropospheric wet delay
due to its sensitivity to water vapor content.

Another way to model the satellite-dependent tropo-
spheric delay is using mapping function projecting tropo-
spheric delay from zenith to any elevation angles. In this
study, the Ifadis mapping function is applied for its rela-
tively easy implementation and high precision (Ifadis,
1992).

ms
u eð Þ ¼ 1

sin eð Þ þ a
sin eð Þþ b

sin eð Þþc

ð3Þ

where c is a constant value of 0:078 while a and b are tem-
perature and water vapor content dependent parameters; e
denotes the elevation angle of a certain satellite. As can be
seen in elevation-dependent Eq. (3) that this function
assumes a homogeneous and spherically stratified atmo-
sphere for computational convenience.

The GNSS station ADR2 is chosen to investigate the
discrepancies of the slant wet delays calculated with
NWP model of Eq. (1) and the Ifadis mapping function
of Eq. (3). The location of ADR2 is shown in the weather
event of Fig. 2 that the station is on a precipitating line.
Therefore, the GNSS data of this station must suffer from
the weather event and thus become an ideal dataset for
investigating the tropospheric influence. The slant wet
delays of the normal weather day and weather event day
obtained from the NWP model and the zenith wet delay
with the mapping function and are shown in Fig. 3. The
red dash represents the tropospheric delay calculated by
the elevation-dependent mapping function, and the solid
lines represent the elevation-and-azimuth-dependent tropo-
spheric delay obtained from the NWP model. Note that



Fig. 1. Zenith hydrostatic and wet delay in normal weather day. The red dot is the GNSS station ADR2. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Zenith hydrostatic and wet delay in weather event day. The red dot is the GNSS station ADR2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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each solid line indicates one azimuth angle from 0 to 360o

in an interval of 10o.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the pattern of the mapped

tropospheric delay is in accordance with the NWP retrieved
delay because the coefficients of the Ifadis mapping func-
tion are also based on the data of NWP models. The tropo-
spheric delay is increasing with the decreasing elevation
angles since the signal path in the troposphere is longer
when the satellite is at low elevation angles. As for the nor-
mal weather day, the tropospheric delays at different azi-
muth angles are distinguishable only when the elevation
angles are very low, e.g., below 15o, which means that
the assumption of symmetrical troposphere is realistic for
normal weather, and thus the zenith-delay-plus-mapping-
function procedure can work well.

As for the weather event day, on the contrary, the distin-
guishable NWP tropospheric delays in different azimuthal
1917
angles can be seen at relatively high elevation angles, e.g.,
40–50�. This is because the weather front passing through
may cause dramatic variations of the water vapor contents,
and thereby signals coming from different directions may
suffer from different tropospheric wet delays. Besides, the
large scales of the tropospheric delay values in the weather
event day are due to the presence of the large amounts of
water vapor, therefore, the discrepancies of the tropo-
spheric delays between the mapping function and NWP
model would be more significant than those of in the nor-
mal weather day, as can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 presents that the asymmetrical tropospheric delay
varies in azimuth and is less than 1cm for most of the cases
in the normal weather day. However, the discrepancies can
even exceed 25cm during the weather event, and these
unmodelled tropospheric delays should have substantial
influences on data processing. In this case, we will investi-



Fig. 3. Slant wet delays obtained from the mapping function (red dash) and the NWP model (solid lines). Each solid line represents an azimuth angle from
0 to 360o in an interval of 10o. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Discrepancies of the tropospheric delay between mapping function and NWP model. Each solid line represents an azimuth angle from 0 to 360o in
an interval of 10o.
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gate the impacts of the inhomogeneous troposphere on
GNSS estimations in the following two sections.

3. Influences of the asymmetrical troposphere on SPP

One of the simplest positioning strategies is the Single
Point Positioning in which single-frequency pseudo-range
observations measured by one receiver are processed to
solve for its position. This technique is widely used in some
scenarios that are insensitive to precision, e.g., pedestrian
navigation (Knoop et al., 2017; Psychas et al., 2019) and
mountainous area where the precise satellite orbit and
clock corrections are not available (Angrisano et al.,
2013). The single-frequency code-based SPP model reads

E Dps
u

� � ¼ gsu
TDxu þ dtu ð4Þ
1918
where E �f g is the expectation operator; Dps
u is the so-called

observed-minus-computed from satellite s to user receiver
u; the satellite clock offset has been compensated by the a
priori corrections; gsu denotes the line-of-sight unit vector
from the satellite to the receiver; Dx the increment of the
receiver position; dtu is the receiver clock offset. The iono-
spheric delay is assumed to be corrected by the empirical
models, e.g., Klobuchar (Klobuchar, 1987) or Global Iono-
sphere Maps (Schaer et al., 1998). In this case, only four
unknowns are involved in the observation equation and
at least 4 satellites need to be tracked at each epoch to solve
Eq. (4).

To facilitate the interpretation, the linearized user model
of Eq. (4) can be compactly presented as

E yð Þ ¼ Ax;D yð Þ ¼ Qyy ð5Þ
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where y represents the vector of code measurements cor-
rected for the satellite clock offsets; x and A are the estim-
able parameters and the corresponding design matrix,
respectively. D �f g denotes the mathematical dispersion
operation, and Qyy denotes the variance matrix of the

observations. We assume that the imperfectly modelled tro-
pospheric delay due to the inhomogeneous atmosphere will
cause an error vector Dy, and the estimates will be biased
after applying the best linear unbiased estimator

Dbx ¼ ATQ�1
yy A

� ��1

ATQ�1
yy Dy ð6Þ

where Dbx is the biased estimates due to the imperfectly
modelled tropospheric delay. Therefore, the positioning
errors due to the unmodelled tropospheric delay can be
obtained directly.

We first investigate the influence of the troposphere
model errors caused by the asymmetrical atmosphere on
the single point positioning, which means that, as can be
seen in Table 1 the strategy of data processing, the
unknown parameters are estimated on an epoch-by-epoch
basis. The GNSS station ADR2 is used to provide the
receiver-satellite geometry.

Since we have known the discrepancies between map-
ping function based tropospheric delays and NWP model
based tropospheric delays, the tropospheric model error
for each satellite can be obtained from Fig. 4 with the
information of elevation and azimuth angle, which formu-
late the error vector Dy. The left panel of Fig. 4 represents
the magnitude of the model errors in normal weather day,
and the right panel of Fig. 4 represents the weather event
day. All these tropospheric model errors are assumed exist
in the whole day for simple implementation. With the
model error vector Dy, the biased least-squares estimates
are calculated by Eq. (6); therefore, the positioning errors
can be analyzed.

Fig. 5 presents the horizontal and absolute vertical posi-
tioning biases due to the asymmetrical troposphere in nor-
mal weather day and weather event day along with the
Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) and Vertical
Dilution of Precision (VDOP), which are calculated by
Eq. (7).

HDOP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
E þ r2

N

q
ð7Þ
Table 1
Summary of the strategy of single point positioning.

Parameter

Positioning mode
Constellation
Data
Interval
Elevation cutoff angle
Weighting strategy
Standard deviation of code observable
Study cases
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VDOP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
U

q
where r2

E, r
2
N and r2

U are the covariances of east, north and
up component, respectively.

Note that since this study does not use real data, the
normal weather case and weather event case apply the same
receiver-satellite geometry from the GNSS station ADR2
on 8th April 2019. Therefore, the DOPs are identical for
both the normal weather and weather event cases in
Fig. 5 and following corresponding figures. With the iden-
tical DOPs, it would be straightforward to compare the dif-
ferences under the normal weather and the weather event.

The scales of the positioning biases on both horizontal
and vertical component exhibit good correspondence with
the DOP values because the model errors would have a
large impact on estimations when the receiver-satellite
geometry is not strong. The influence of the asymmetrical
troposphere in the normal weather condition can nearly
be neglected due to the very small biases that the 3D posi-
tioning biases, as shown in Fig. 6, are less than 0:5 cm and
1 cm with 92:95% and 97:81% probability, respectively.
Besides, it is reasonable to see significant biases caused
by the weather event which are larger than 5 cm and
10 cm with 55:35% and 8:72% probability, respectively.
However, these biases may still be accepted if the SPP users
pursue meter-level positioning accuracy. As for the
decimeter-level accuracy SPP (Pelc-Mieczkowska and
Tomaszewski, 2020), users should be aware of the SPP per-
formances during weather events.

4. Influences of the asymmetrical troposphere on PPP and

integer ambiguity resolution

One drawback of PPP is that the ambiguities cannot be
fixed into integer values due to the existing satellite and
receiver hardware delays, and a fairly long solution conver-
gence is needed. Consequently, successful integer ambigu-
ity resolution becomes one of the key factors contributing
to GNSS high precision positioning.

An undifferenced and uncombined PPP-AR model is
used in this study because it takes advantage of the
straightforward observation variance–covariance matrix
and remains all estimable parameters for a possible further
model strengthening as, for instance, by providing external
ionospheric corrections to achieve near-instantaneous
Strategy and value

Epoch by epoch
GPS
L1 and L2 code-only
30 s
10�
Elevation dependent
0:5 m
Normal weather day and weather event day



Fig. 5. Horizontal and vertical positioning biases due to the asymmetrical troposphere in normal weather day and weather event day in SPP mode.

Fig. 6. Histogram of 3D positioning biases caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in normal weather and weather event condition in SPP mode.
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high-precision positioning (Psychas and Verhagen, 2020).
We simply provide the reader with the positioning equa-
tions at the user side, and a detailed review and extension
of this model can be found in (Teunissen et al., 2010;
Odijk et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2020).
1920
E D/s
u;j

n o
¼ gsu

TDxu þms
usu � lji

s
u þ dtu þ du;j þ kjz

s
u;j ð8Þ
E Dps
u;j

n o
¼ gsu

TDxu þms
usu þ lji

s
u þ dtu
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where su denotes the zenith tropospheric delay and ms
u its

corresponding mapping function which introduces an
elevation-dependent scaling factor for each satellite; isu is
the slant ionospheric delay on the first frequency and hav-
ing lj as the coefficient; D/s

u;j is the so-called observed-

minus-computed phase observation, in meters; du;j is the
receiver phase bias, in meters; kj denotes the wavelength
and zsu;j the integer ambiguity, in cycles; the rest of the nota-

tions Dps
u;j, g

s
u
T, Dxu, and dtu have the same interpretations

as in Eq. (4). Note that the satellite clock offsets as well as
the satellite phase biases have been compensated through
the a priori corrections, and the receiver phase biases sep-
arated from the ambiguities, which ensures the integerness
of the ambiguities.

The model strength and the applied integer estimator
are two crucial factors for successful and reliable ambiguity
fixing, and the integer ambiguity resolution success rate
plays an important role in measuring the model strength.
After attaining the estimates and the corresponding vari-
ance–covariance (VC) matrix from Eq. (8), we further
assume the float ambiguity resolution is bz and its VC
matrix Qbzbz , and the float ambiguity vector is normally dis-

tributed as bz N z;Qbzbz
� �

for which z is the unbiased integer

ambiguity resolution. However, the float ambiguity estima-
tions are affected by the unmodelled tropospheric delay
with the bias Dz, which leads to

bz N zþ Dz;Qbzbz
� �

ð9Þ

Since we have obtained the estimation and distribution
of the float ambiguity resolution, the integer ambiguity suc-
cess rate can be modelled by Monte Carlo simulation.
Verhagen et al. (2013) confirmed that if the number of sam-

ples is sufficiently large, e.g., more than 105, the Monte
Carlo based success rate can give a very good approxima-
tion to the lower bound of the integer least-squares estima-
tor. In this study, the true ambiguity vector z is assumed to

be 0, and then 105 samples are simulated with the distribu-

tionN 0;Qbzbz
� �

with the ideal troposphere for which no

model errors are appeared and N Dz;Qbzbz
� �

with the realis-

tic troposphere condition in normal weather and weather
event. The simulated success rate is the ratio between the
number of correctly simulated ambiguity vector (0 vector)

and the number of samples (105).
By considering the dynamic behaviour of the unknown

parameters, PPP can reach centimetre level positioning
accuracy after accumulating a certain number of observa-
tions. While at the same time, the integer ambiguity resolu-
tion success rate would be increasing with the
strengthening model. The configuration of the dynamic
parameters can be seen in Table 2. The coordinates will
be estimated in kinematic and static mode, respectively.
The receiver clock offset, as well as the ionospheric delay
are considered as epoch-wise estimation due to their high
1921
variabilities. The tropospheric delay is highly constrained
because the troposphere is stable in time during a normal
weather condition. The receiver phase delay and the ambi-
guity are considered as constant values over time.

In general, most of the PPP data processing implements
the Kalman filter, which is a recursive method to estimate
the random states of a dynamic system in a way that min-
imizes the mean squared prediction error (Verhagen and
Teunissen, 2017). However, the estimation biases of the
parameter with a dynamic model at the current epoch
may be accumulated to the next epoch. In other words,
by using Eq. (6), we can obtain the estimation biases at
the first epoch

Dbx0j0 ¼ ATQ�1
yy A

� ��1

ATQ�1
yy Dy0 ð10Þ

where Dbx0j0 indicates the estimation biases at the initial
epoch caused by the troposphere model error Dy0. Then
these biases will be accumulated to the next epoch through
the time update

Dbxkjk�1 ¼ Dbxk�1jk�1 ð11Þ
where Dbxk�1jk�1 is the estimation biases at k� 1 epoch, and
Dbxkjk�1 is the predicted biases at epoch k, which is involved
in the predicted state bxkjk�1. Here we assume the transition
matrix is the identity matrix because the dynamic system is
described by the differential equations of the first-order lin-
earized positioning model. In this case, the prediction resid-
ual Dvk is biased by

Dvk ¼ Dyk �AkDbxkjk�1 ð12Þ
Finally, the estimation biases at epoch k is given as

Dbxkjk ¼ Dbxkjk�1 þKkDvk ð13Þ
where Kk is the so called Kalman gain which can be calcu-
lated in the Kalman filter process. Similar to the SPP exper-
iment, the influence of the asymmetrical troposphere on the
positioning results and integer ambiguity resolution are
analyzed once the estimation biases are obtained.

Fig. 7 presents the horizontal and vertical positioning
biases due to the asymmetrical troposphere in the normal
weather and weather event condition in kinematic PPP,
which means that the receiver positions between the neigh-
boring epochs are independent. The DOP values are small
compared to those of SPP because the model strength is
being improved with the increasing observations. However,
the magnitude of the positioning biases of the kinematic
PPP is not better than that of SPP because the DOP only
represents the model strength but is not able to deal with
potential model errors.

In general, the positioning biases caused by the asym-
metrical troposphere in normal weather condition remain
small. As shown in Fig. 8 the histogram of the 3D position-
ing errors in normal weather condition, 89:03% of which
are less than 0:5 cm and 97:92% are less than 1 cm, which
are acceptable if one requires a centimeter level accuracy.
However, The influences of the troposphere model errors



Table 2
Configuration of the dynamic parameters.

Parameter Strategy and value

Positioning mode Kinematic/Static
Receiver clock Epoch-wise
Tropospheric delay Spectral density 0:0001 m2=s
Ionospheric delay Epoch-wise
Receiver phase delay Constant
Ambiguity Constant
Data L1 and L2 phase and code
Standard deviation of phase/code observable 0:005 m/0:5 m
Integer ambiguity success rate Monte Carlo simulation with the number of samples 105

Fig. 7. Horizontal and vertical positioning biases due to the asymmetrical troposphere in normal weather day and weather event day in kinematic PPP
mode.
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in the weather event are much larger, as shown in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. The 3D positioning biases are larger than
10 cm with 5:07% probability. It indicates that the solu-
tions of kinematic PPP may not be reliable during weather
events.

It is worth noting that the magnitude of the positioning
biases of the kinematic mode is similar to the SPP results.
This is because the estimates of position components are
only dependent on the measurements of the current epoch
as there are no dynamic models for the position parameters
in kinematic mode. Although the number of observables of
1922
the kinematic mode is larger than that of the SPP model,
the number of unknowns is also greater than the SPP,
e.g., the additional tropospheric delays and ambiguities.
Eventually, it turns out that the asymmetrical troposphere
has almost the same influences on kinematic PPP and SPP.

With the strengthened model by accumulating observa-
tions, the ambiguities can be reliably fixed to integers once
the success rate is sufficiently close to 1. Fig. 9 shows those
success rates under the ideal troposphere without any
asymmetrical influences and realistic troposphere in the
normal weather and weather event conditions. The success



Fig. 8. Histogram of 3D positioning biases caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in normal weather and weather event condition in kinematic PPP
mode.

Fig. 9. Success rate (SR) of the full integer ambiguity resolution under ideal troposphere and realistic troposphere in kinematic PPP mode.
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rates of the ideal troposphere represented by blue dots
increases with the accumulation of epochs and approaches
1. Sometimes it drops down due to the new rising satellites
since the full ambiguity resolution would be weakened by
newly added ambiguities with fewer associated
observations.

The success rates are not so much influenced by the
inhomogeneous troposphere in the normal weather condi-
tion, which verifies a good assumption of simplifying atmo-
sphere. However, the time series of the success rate during
the weather event indicates that there is a large displace-
ment compared with the ideal troposphere. In some peri-
ods, when the theoretical success rate under the ideal
troposphere is close to 1, the success rate under the weather
event, however, is very low or even at 0. This is because the
influences of the model errors may be enlarged in the iter-
1923
ation of the Kalman filter process, as is shown in Eqs. (10)–
(13). In other words, the advantage of the Kalman filter is
considering the information of previous epoch at current
epoch; however, at the same time, the estimations biases
caused by model errors at the previous epoch would also
involve in the current epoch along with the filter process-
ing. Therefore, the accumulated ambiguity biases in kine-
matic data processing may influence the success rate
simulated by Monte Carlo simulation. In this case, the
ambiguities may not be correctly fixed, and thus the posi-
tioning solutions would consequently contain a large bias.

Note that the success rates can still reach high values
even in the weather event. This usually occurs after a longer
observation session compared to that of the ideal tropo-
sphere, and the success rate during the weather event drops
dramatically when new satellites are considered in the posi-
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tioning model, implying that the new ambiguities are easily
affected due to the weak model strength.

As for the static PPP solutions for which the receiver is
assumed to be stationary, the precision of the positioning
results benefit from the strong model and thus the DOP
values are extremely low, as shown in Fig. 10. The time ser-
ies of the static positioning biases is stable as compared to
those of the kinematic PPP or SPP. This is because the
recursive positioning biases, along with the position
parameters, are constrained by the dynamic model. The
magnitudes of the positioning biases in the normal weather
condition are around 0:5 cm with 3D and 0:1 cm with hor-
izontal. However, one cannot ignore the positioning biases
caused by the weather event since they are at the centimeter
level, clearly an intolerable amount for the static PPP. For
both normal weather and weather event case, the vertical
biases are almost 5 times larger the horizontal biases
because the tropospheric delay is highly correlated with
the up component (see Fig. 11).

There is no doubt that the tropospheric model errors of
normal weather condition have limited impacts on the suc-
cess rate, as is shown in Fig. 12. The advantage of the sta-
tionary receiver does not improve the success rates in the
weather event as the patterns of kinematic and static suc-
cess rate in the realistic troposphere are nearly the same.
The reason is that the dynamic model of estimating ambi-
guities is the same for the kinematic and static data pro-
cessing, and the improvement of the model strength due
Fig. 10. Horizontal and vertical positioning biases due to the asymmetrical trop
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to the static positions is insignificant for the ambiguities.
This is also verified by Fig. 13, the ambiguity biases of
the kinematic and static PPP caused by the asymmetrical
troposphere in the weather event. One can see large biases
on the newly added ambiguities due to the weak model
strength, and the biases are reduced with the accumulation
of observations. The simulated success rate is therefore
continuously affected by these ambiguity biases.
5. Conclusions and discussions

The troposphere is one of the main error sources in
GNSS positioning. The standard troposphere model
assumes a homogeneous atmosphere for which only the
zenith tropospheric delay needs to be estimated and then
is mapped to ray-traced directions through an elevation-
dependent mapping function. However, the assumption
of the symmetrical troposphere is not realistic in GNSS
applications, especially during weather events when the
troposphere condition is complex.

The aim of this contribution is to investigate the influ-
ence of the model errors caused by the asymmetrical tropo-
sphere on positioning and integer ambiguity resolution.
The NWP model is used to generate the slant tropospheric
delays in the normal weather day and weather event day by
integrating the refractivity at each signal arrival direction,
then the tropospheric model errors are obtained by com-
paring the NWP ray-tracing delays and the mapped delays
osphere in normal weather day and weather event day in static PPP mode.



Fig. 11. Histogram of 3D positioning biases caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in normal weather and weather event condition in static PPP mode.

Fig. 12. Success rate (SR) of full integer ambiguity resolution under ideal troposphere and realistic troposphere in static PPP mode.
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based on elevation angles only. The GNSS station at the
centre of the experimental region is selected for providing
the actual satellite-receiver geometry, and a single-
frequency SPP model and an uncombined PPP-AR model
is applied to evaluate the impacts of the tropospheric
model errors on the selected station.

Both SPP based on epoch-by-epoch processing and PPP
based on Kalman filter processing are applied in the exper-
iments. The results, as presented in Table 3 the horizontal
component, show that nearly all SPP and PPP positioning
biases due to the inhomogeneous troposphere are less than
1cm in the normal weather condition. As for the weather
event, however, the scale of the horizontal biases is at the
centimeter level in one day’s data processing. This is within
an acceptable range for SPP which aims at meter-level posi-
1925
tioning accuracy, but intolerant for PPP pursuing centime-
ter level accuracy or some decimeter-level accuracy SPP.

Table 4 presents the 3D ambiguity float positioning
biases for which the up component has been taken into
account. It is worth noting that the performance of the
3D positioning biases of PPP in the asymmetrical tropo-
sphere is not evidently better than that of the SPP because
the biases will be accumulated to the next epoch in the
recursive data processing. In other words, the estimations
biases caused by model errors at the previous epoch would
also involve in the current epoch along with the filter
iteration.

Due to the presence of the biases in estimations, the inte-
ger ambiguity resolution success rate must be influenced,
and the Monte Carlo simulation is applied to calculate



Fig. 13. Ambiguity biases of the first frequency of the kinematic and static PPP caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in the weather event. Each line
represents one satellite.

Table 3
Percentages of horizontal SPP and PPP (ambiguity float) positioning biases caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in different cases.

Weather case Positioning case bias < 0:01 m 0:01 m < bias < 0:1 m bias > 0:1 m

Normal weather SPP Epoch by epoch 99.58% 0.42% 0
PPP Kinematic 99.62% 0.38% 0

Static 1 0 0
Weather event SPP Epoch by epoch 3.89% 95.21% 0.90%

PPP Kinematic 2.71% 97.15% 0.14%
Static 13.26% 86.74% 0

Table 4
Percentage of 3D SPP and PPP (ambiguity float) positioning biases caused by the asymmetrical troposphere in different cases.

Weather case Positioning case bias < 0:01 m 0:01 m < bias < 0:1 m bias > 0:1 m

Normal weather SPP Epoch by epoch 97.81% 2.19% 0
PPP Kinematic 97.92% 2.08% 0

Static 1 0 0
Weather event SPP Epoch by epoch 0.21% 91.07% 8.72%

PPP Kinematic 0 94.93% 5.07%
Static 0 96.81% 3.19%
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the success rate with the biased ambiguity solutions.
Results show that the success rates in the normal weather
condition are similar to the ideal troposphere with symmet-
rical delays. However, users may carefully consider fixing
ambiguities in weather event because the actual success
rates are extremely low at some epochs in this case study.
Since the theoretical success rates cannot take into account
the model errors, wrong fixing may occur during a weather
event, and in this case the positioning solutions may be
affected.
1926
Although we have investigated the influence of the inho-
mogeneous troposphere on the GNSS estimations and pro-
vided the corresponding positioning biases scale and actual
integer ambiguity resolution success rate in the presence of
the tropospheric model errors in the realistic atmosphere,
one should keep in mind that weather events are always
too complex to be modelled and analyzed even with the
help of NWP models. For instance, the direction of
weather front, the total precipitation and the speed of wind
may all the factors changing the water vapor content which
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leads to an asymmetrical troposphere. Therefore, more
data sources may be used in further studies to calibrate
the tropospheric contributions and additional noises due
to weather events. Besides, the horizontal tropospheric gra-
dients are not considered in this contribution because this
study is mainly based on simulations, and only the satellite
positions are used in the GNSS observation file. Thus, the
gradients are not able to be determined. However, since the
gradients can only consider a linear asymmetry of the tro-
posphere in horizontal, the model errors due to the asym-
metrical troposphere could be reduced in normal weather
condition, but would not change much in weather event
due to the complex atmosphere. Following studies may
consider using real data to evaluate the influences of the
inhomogeneous troposphere on GNSS positioning and
integer ambiguity resolution. However, the reference sta-
tions must be carefully selected to avoid such influences
so that the corrections provided to users can keep
unbiased.
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